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Reporting on a Child’s Progress 
 

The communication between parents and teachers, when  
reporting on a child’s progress, needs to be more detailed and 
collaborative. Traditional report cards that only reflect an effort 
symbol and mark are less effective in communicating where chil-
dren are in the learning process.  
 

A brief statement of marks and symbols give the community the 
wrong message of what school is all about – that it is about the 
accumulation of marks, when we should be doing everything to 
make it clear that school is about learning. When teachers, boys 
and parents are more focused on the process of learning rather 
than the marks, the learning that takes place is authentic and the 
purpose of teaching is not for assessment only.  
 

Somewhere along the line though, all parties have lost sight of 
what marks are supposed to represent. Depending upon whom 
you ask, you are likely to receive a wide range of responses. 
Teachers feel boxed in and forced to report marks even if they are 
not a true reflection of the whole picture, and children are 
trapped into “earning” them. Marks have been the primary form 
of communicating and reflecting mastery. Ironically, few think 
marks and symbols alone are able to communicate learning with 
any sort of accuracy or consistency. Teachers feel compelled to 
assess all children’s work and that a letter or percentage will indi-
cate a measure of skill. Children, therefore, feel conditioned to 
pursue summative marks only, and not to learn for learning’s 
sake.  
 

When the goal of education is the mark at the end of an assign-
ment or a specific period, the intrinsic motivation to excel in other 
realms of life without reward is more difficult. How do we encour-
age our children to work towards a goal that may not have a tan-
gible benefit at the end? By emphasising marks as parents and 
teachers, we force our children to believe that the destination is 
more important than the journey. This message comes across 
loud and clear. Many kids feel pressured to cut corners, sacrifice 
ethics and seek easier routes, all in an effort to achieve better 
marks instead of better learning.  Furthermore, the variability of a 
child’s marks from teacher to teacher, subject to subject, person-
ality to personality, and interpretation to interpretation is so 
great.  Realistically, we cannot put any stock in marks alone to 
communicate. At best, they are a snapshot of where a child is, but 
do not provide parents or children with meaningful feedback for 
growth.  
 
If we want our kids to be better learners, the adults in their lives 
need to demand a better way to communicate learning.  As a 
learning community, we need to talk about children’s learning.  
Parents, what do you need to know about your child’s learning? 
How could that best be communicated? Do you get that from a 
mark or symbol on a page?  Can we create a mindset of growth 
and intrinsic motivation in our children that will empower them 
for a lifetime?  Teachers own a part in this too. Do we always as-
sign meaningful work? Do we always assess for growth?  

Grade 3s and their Grade 7 Buddies 

Do we always communicate expectations? I believe we are getting 
better at this.  
 

We are not anti marks – we are just anti giving marks without 
meaningful feedback. The learning process is multidimensional. 
Teachers focus on and develop more than just academic perfor-
mance. Factors such as attendance, class participation, time man-
agement, organisation and understanding can have a sizeable im-
pact on a child’s performance. The purpose of our assessments is to  
promote learning. We do this by gathering evidence to help boys to 
understand their strengths and areas for growth, and to inform our 
teaching. Assessment is, therefore, an ongoing process built into 
the cycle of teaching and learning. The results of assessments are 
used by teachers and boys to set goals and guide future learning. In 
summary, marks and symbols only have a place if they are accom-
panied with meaningful feedback. 
 

WAYNE NAIDOO 
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“Try to be a rainbow in someone’s cloud.” 
 

American author and poet Maya Angelou (1928-2014) 
Music Workshops  

 

These will take place next week in the Frances Crowson Recital 
Room starting at 14:20 each day: 
Monday:   Grade 7 
Tuesday:   Grade 4 
Wednesday: Grade 6  
Thursday:  Grade 5 
 

The list of boys who are taking part can be found on the school's 
website. 

Easter Egg Collection 
 

Every Easter, we collect eggs for underprivileged children around 
our city.  These are distributed to a number of children’s homes 
and hospitals.  There has always been a generous response to this 
appeal from our school family, and we have had  
heart-warming feedback from the recipients. 
 

We would be extremely grateful if your sons could bring small 
Easter eggs (small enough for easy distribution – the marshmallow 
eggs are probably best) to their class teachers on the Newlands 
Road Campus, or to DJ at the Eden Road Office. It seems an  
appropriate way to share our joy at Easter. 
 

Thank you in advance for your generosity. 

Grade R SPCA Visit 

Sports Round-Up 
 
CRICKET 
We would like to recognise the following performances: 
Mitchell-John Munroe scored 30* against SACS last week.  
This week all teams played Bishops Alexander Tadross 33* and 
3/8, Thomas Malan 26, Calum Daniels 2/11, Carl van Wyngaarden 
4/12, Noah Héfer 28, Veer Daya 25, Yazeed Salaam 24, Yasin Omar 
27*, Evan Noussis 30. Special mention must be made of  
Daniel Cooke 108* for U11A Team. 
 

Next week sees our final round of fixtures against Sweet Valley.  
 

Well done to all the cricket boys for their efforts. 
 

WATER POLO 
The sides have enjoyed many fixtures over the past few weeks. 
Special mention must be made of the U10 age group that has  only 
seen two losses in four fixtures across all three sides with the A-
team being unbeaten. A fantastic effort considering this is their 
first season. 
 

We wish our 1st side well at the Grey Festival in Port Elizabeth. 
We know they will do our school proud both in and out the  
water. 

Tuckshop Form - Term 2  
 

The tuckshop form for Term 2, 2018 is now online.  If you would 
like to order, please complete the online form and send it through 
by Wednesday, 21 March.  The link is:  http://bit.ly/tuck22018  

http://bit.ly/tuck22018
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Eden Road Notes 
 

GENERAL 
Hot Dogs: with regard to the recalled items, and as a precaution-
ary measure, we have cancelled hot dogs for the rest of the term. 
Your pre-payment will be adjusted accordingly.  Apologies for any 
inconvenience. 
 

When your son is late or absent, kindly inform the office by 08:00. 
Please provide a reason or, if he has been off school for three days 
or more, a doctor’s certificate.  
 

Please advise the teacher/coach/office if your son will be absent 
from sport as a result of illness or injury. 
 

GRADES N - 2 SPORTS DAY  
This event takes place on Friday, 16 March, from 08:30 - 10:30. 
Grades N and R are to wear their Wetpups T-shirts and Grades 1 
and 2 boys to wear their blue Quantec shorts and house T-shirts. 
The new T-shirts will be available at the Bishops School Shop from 
Tuesday, 13 March. Please remember to apply sunscreen and boys 
must wear caps.  
 

SPORT & EXTRAMURALS - NO CAP, NO PLAY! Please remember to 
apply sunscreen regardless of the weather.  
 

EXTRA-MURAL FLYERS FOR TERM 2 
These have been handed out to your sons and are to be returned 
by Monday, 19 March, together with hot dog/hot chocolate reply 
slip  for those who wish to order. 
 

 

Michael Cadiz receiving his 1st Team Cricket Cap 
 

Alumni Happy Birthday!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of the world's greatest living explorers, Sir Ranulph Fiennes, 
who attended Wetpups in the 1950s, celebrated his birthday on 
Wednesday. 
 

A True Wetpups Solutionary, described by The Guinness Book of 
Records in 1984 as “the world’s greatest living explorer”.  Since 
then he has led many more expeditions and broken many world 
records http://www.ranulphfiennes.co.uk/  
 

His expeditions have raised funds for many good causes such 
as Marie Curie, where expert care, guidance and support to peo-
ple living with a terminal illness is provided. 
 

A truly inspirational man!  

Grade RR Carpet Play 

Good luck to  
everyone riding the  
Argus Cycle Tour on  

Sunday! 

http://www.ranulphfiennes.co.uk/
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Guy Chamberlin (Grade R) competed in the 
Junior Argus Cycle Tour 

Symmetry in Grade 2Y 

Luke Chamberlin (Grade 2) won his race at 
the Junior Argus Cycle Tour 

Grade RR Show and Tell about Animals 
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Grade 1  
Pick n Pay 

Outing 
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Grade 2Y 
Playing with  
Crazy Clay 

Pre-Prep 
Sensory Garden 
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